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Chapter I 9
The China Brain Projecr:

An Evolutionary Engineering Approach
to Building china's First Artificial Brain

Consisting of I O,OOOs of Evolved
Neural Net Minsky-Like Agents
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Ben Goertzel
Novamente LLC, USA & Singularity Institute, USA & Xiamen University, China

ABSTRACT

This chapter describes a 4 year research project (2008-2011) to build Chinabfirst artificial brain. It takes
qn "evolutionary engineering" approach, by evolving 10,000s of neural net modules, (or "agents', in
the sense of Minslqt's "society of Mind" [Minsl<y l9SB, 200ry, and connecting them to make artificial
brains. These modules are evolved rapidly in seconds on a "Tbsla" PC Supercomputer, and connected
according to the artificial brain designs of human "BAs" (BrainArchitects). The artificial brainwill
eventually contain thousands of patlern recognizer modules, and hundreds o.f decision modules that
when suitably combined will control the hundreds of behaviors of a walking, talking robot.
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1. INTRODUCTION

TheArtificial Brain Lab (ABL) (see Figure l), of
the School of Information Science and Technology
(SIST) of Xiamen University, Fujian province,

China, has embarked upon an ambitious research
project to build China's first arlificial brain, over

DOI: I 0.40 I 8/97 8- l -61 692-7 97 -4.ch019

a period of 4 years (2008-2011), with a budget of
some l0 million RMB, about 20 people (full and
part time), and 250 sq ms of floor space.

The term "artificial brain" is defined here to
be a "network of neural networks", where each
neural network module (or "agent", to use Min-
sky's "Society of Mind" terminology [Minsky
1988, 20071) is evolved in a few seconds in a
Tesla PC Supercomputer [NVidia], and then
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The China Brain Project

Figure l. Plaque of theArtificial BrainLab (ABL)
at Xiamen Universily, Xiamen, Fujian Province,
China

downloaded into an ordinary PC or supercom-
puter. This is done 10,000s of times, with each

neural net module (or agent) performing some

simple task. Human "BAs" ("Brain Architects")
then specify the connections between these

evolved modules to form networks of networks,
or "artificial brains" using special (operating
system) software, called IMSI (Inter Module
Signaling Interface), which has adouble function,
firstly to store the humanly (i.e. BA) specified

connections between the neural signal outputs
and the neural signal inputs of modules, and

secondly to perform the neural signaling of the

whole brain in real time, defined to be 25 output
signals per neuron per second.

The artificial brain is then used to control the

l00s ofbehaviors ofa robot (or other appropriate

device). These neural net modules can be used

to evolve visual (and aural) pattern detectors,
e.g. object detectors, face detectors, moving line
detectors, color detectors, etc. Thousands of these

visual detectors can be placed in an artificial brain
consisting of 10,000s of modules.

The artificial brain is used to control the hun-
dreds of behaviors (motions) of a French "NAO"
(robo cup standard) robot, shown in Figures 2 and

4. The French company Aldebaran [Aldebaran],

Figure 2. The French company Aldebaran b 5I cm
"NAO" Robot that our 10,000s evolved neural
net module artificial brain will control
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which manufactures this robot also provides mo-
tion control software called "Choregraphe", which
sends time dependent"angle vectors" to themotors

of the robot. These 25 (time dependent) numbers

control the angles of the 25 motors of the NAO
robot, causing it to move in a desired fashion, e.g.

walking straight, turning, etc.

Initially, we thought we would evolve neural

net modules to control the robot's motors, but
decided against the idea once we saw the results

of the Choregraphe software.

Hence, the "China Brain Project" is a hybrid,
consisting ofa mix ofevolved neural net modules,

Choregraphe motion control models, and simple

conventional code modules (subroutines).

Decision type modules are also evolved, so

that an appropriate mapping can be made between

stimuli coming from both the external world and

the internal world of the robot (e.g. boredom,

hunger (i.e. low battery)) and motion generators.

Withhundreds ofmotions to choosebetween, and

thousands ofpattem detectors and decision mod-
ules, we expect that an artificial brain ought to be

quite interesting for a human observer to watch.

However, in 2008, before any neural netpattem

recognition or decision module could be evolved,

we needed to decide initially which neural net

al!,r.l.ri:rr;i6n"
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evolvable model would be used as the basis for
all this brain building work. This choice was
fundamental to our whole brain building project.
Section 2 of this article is devoted to a detailed
description of the choice we made (that we called
the "Parcone" model, i.e. "Partially Connected
Neural Evolutionary" model).

Another important section of this article de-
scribes the (operating system) software needed to
allow a multi (neural net) module artificial brain
to perform its inter module neural net signaling.
This software we labeled "IMSI" (Inter Module
Signaling Interface). It was written mostly in 2008
as well. In fact, it is fair to say that the first year of
this project was devoted primarily to building the
"tools" that are now, at the time of writing (Oct
2009) being used to build our first mini brains,
as we progress along the path of building ever
larger and more capable artificial brains, until
we eventually put 10,000s of such modules into
our "ABs".

The remaining sections of this article are

as follows. Section 2 describes the "Parcone"
(evolvable neural net) model, beginning with
the motivation for its choice, and followed by a
rather detailed description of its structure. Sec-
tion 3 presents some results ofexperimental work
using the Parcone model. Section 4 is a rather
detailed description ofthe "IMSI" multi Parcone-
module operating system software, with its many
features. Section 5 describes the hardware "work
horse" of our project, namely the NVidia Tesla
PC Supercomputer S1070, and its programming
language "Cuda". The speed of this remarkably
cheap supercomputer allows us to evolve Parcone
modules in seconds, thus opening up the exciting
possibility of quasi real-time learning. More on
this can be found in sections 5 and 10.

Section 6 describes the capabilities of our
ABL's NAO robots (shown in Figures 2 and 4).
We are very conscious that "no one will actually
see the artificial brain". The AB is just a set of
neural net weights and connection tables stored
in memory and utterly meaningless to everyone.
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The quality of the artificial brain, and the many
evolved neural net modules that comprise it, will
be judged purely on the basis of the many behav-
iors of the robot that the artificial brain controls.
The robots are the project's "window dressing".

Section 7 describes the interface between the
IMSI operating system and Aldebaran's NAO
software. For example, the images from the cam-
era eyes of a NAO robot can contain megapixels,
too many to be input to the neural net modules,
so these images need to be data compressed to
thousands of pixels which are then sent to the
neural net modules. Behavioral decision signals
from the neural net modules then need to be sent
back to the NAO robot, that switch on particular
behaviors. This section describes how this two
way interfacing is performed.

Section 8 deals with NAO's language and
cognitive capabilities because the NAO robots
are capable not only of walking, but of talking,
listening, and understanding as well. The ABL
research team consists ofseveral people devoting
to the language and cognition aspects of NAO's
behaviors (i.e. anAmerican guest professor (Ben
Goeretzel) and a PhD student) whose task is to
give the robots, i.e. the artificial brain, linguistic
and cognitive capabilities, e.g. being able to
understand simple instructions (e.g. "Go to the
door") and to answer simple questions, e.g. "Who
is this?" "It's Tom."

Section 9 is devoted to the presentation and
discussion of a series of "Demos" (i.e. demon-
strations) that ourArtificial Brain Lab (ABL) has

committed itselfto, aimed at ouruniversity's and
province's administrations, who are funding us.

These "Demos" are progressively ambitious and
complex. We plan to show them offat the rate of
several per year, for the remaining 3 years of the
project. Section I 0 is more future oriented. Ittalks
about the main aim and major future challenges
of this research project, namely, how to build an
artificial brain of 10,000s of Parcone modules,
i.e. how to architect an artificial brain. Section
1l concludes.
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2. THE PARCONE (PARTIALLY
CONNECTED NEURAL
EVOLVABLE) MODEL

We begin the description of the Parcone model

with an explanation as to why we wanted it to
be partially connected. In earlier years, the first
author evolved fully connected neural net modules

[de Garis & Korkin 2002),arguing that they were

the "general case". By starting offwith every pos-

sible connection (i.e. all N2 of them if there are N
neurons in the module) one could let the evolu-

tion decide if a particular connection should not

exist, by driving down the value of its weighted

connection to zero.

This approach was fine, so long as the applica-

tions using the fully connected neural net modules

did not require too many neurons N. However,

in our artificial brain project, we will need the

robot to be controlled to have vision, using CCD

cameras which output mega-pixels. These images

can be preprocessed to condense them to thou-

sands ofpixels that can then be input to neural

net modules. If the number of pixels falls below

the 1000 mark, the quality of the image becomes

ratherpoorand makes recognition between subtly

different obj ects diffi cult.
Hence we felt that the maximum allowable

number of inputs to a neural net module should

be in the thousands, and up to ten thousand. If
N : 10,000, then in a fully connected neural

net, the number of connections would be N2 :
100,000,000, which is too large. Such a module

would take a huge amount of time to evolve and

would eat up computer resources (i.e. memory).

Hence we decided to modify our old neural net

model [de Garis & Korkin 2002] which was fully
connected, to make it partially connected.

The moment one makes that decision, one is

immediately confronted with the need, for each

neuron in the module, to list all the other neurons

that that individual neuron connects to. Hence a

partially connected neural net model will consist

ofa list oflists ofinter-neural connections, one

list per neuron.

Each neuron in a module is given a unique

nonnegative integerlD, e.g. 18. Since the module

is partially connected, the human creator of the

module chooses the value of a parameter which

specifies the number of inputs and outputs to

each neuron in the module (so that every neuron

has inputs and outputs, otherwise some would be

dysfunctional andwouldbe wasted). Forexample,

imagine this ("maximumconnections") parameter

= 20, so that each neuron will have 20 other neu-

rons that connect "to" it (called "from" neurons).

The integer ID of each of these "from" neurons is

stored in the neuron's "connection table", which
takes the form ofahash table. Ifthe neuronwith ID
161 is a "from" neuron, connecting to the neuron

in question (with LD. 18), then its position in the

hash table is found as follows. Choose the largest

prime number less than the size of the hash table

(which is usually made to be four times the size

of the above "maximum connections" parameter

(i.e. double the sum of the number of "from"
neurons and "to" neurons)). For example, if the

parameter value is 20, make the hash table size

four times it, say 80, so that the prime would be

79. One then "mods" the "from" neuron ID (i.e.

161) by the prime, to get the position index in the

hash table, i.e. l6loh 79 : 3.

Actually the hash table position 3 does not

contain the ID 161. Instead it contains a pointer

to a struct that contains additional information,

besides the "from" neuron ID. It contains the bits

ofthe neural weight connecting the "from" neuron

(with I.D. 161) to the "to" neuron (with I.D. 18)

in question, as well as the weight value. In our

Parcone model, these bits are interpreted to be

binary fractions, e.g. 0.101, : 0.625 
r0

Figure 3 shows the data structures used in

the (C language) coding of the Parcone model. A
pointer points to a population of genetic algorithm

chromosomes [Goldberg 1989], i.e. pointers to a

population of (partially connected) neural network

modules. Each pointer in tum points to a further
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Figure 3. Data struclures for the PARCONE neurql net model

Population

Chrm

Chrm ia a
pointer to a
population of
chromosomes

NeuronWt
rtruct

table of pointers, where each pointer points to a
hash table for each neuron in the neural net module
in question. The hash table contains pointers to
structs, each of which contains the integer ID of
the "from" neuron that connects to that neuron,
the weight bits of the connection, and the weight
value. Thus the coding deals with pointers to a
nested depth of 4, e.g. datastruct'r"r'*t* Chrom

To calculate the output signal ofeach neuron
(at a given moment, called a "tick", where a "tick"
is defined to be the time taken for all neurons in
the module (and the artificial brain) to calculate

their neural output signals) in the module, its hash

table is used. A scan across the length of the hash

table is performed. From the previous "tick", a

signal table of size N (the number of neurons in
the module) is filled with the output signals of all
the neurons. Assume the first non NULL pointer
in the hash table is found at position (slot) "4".
The non zero pointer there is used to find the

The China Brain Project

An l.lli3t consists of
N pointetB (one pot
neuron) to a haah
table of pointeE to all
the neurons it connects
to

A Hash is a hash table
of pointerB to a Neuronwt
struct

"from" neuron ID. Let us say it is 45. The cor-

responding weight value might be 0.3452
The incoming signal totheneuron at tick"t+1"

is found from the 45'h slot of the signal table for
tick "1". This signal value is multiplied by the

connection's weight and the product is added to
a running sum of the weighted signals of all the

"from" neurons to that neuron. The final sum S

is then put through a "squashing" function "f'
of the form f : S(ISI * c), where c is a positive
constant, chosen so that in about 95%o of cases,

the value of "f 'lies in the range between +0.8 and

-0.8 This value of the output signal of the neuron

in question (e.g. with ID l8) is stored in slot l8 of
the signal table for tick "1+ 1". fhe signal table for
tick "t+1" is then used to fill the signal table for
tick "t+2", etc. Thus the two signal tables "ping
pong" back and forth, each used to fill the other
for the following tick.

The user can program the number of input,
middle and output neurons contained in the mod-

NListPtr
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ule. For example, if the module is to detect visual
patterns, there will need to be several thousand
input neurons. Only one output neuron is needed
(i.e. with a strong positive valued output signal if
the pattern is detected, or a weak (negative val_
ued) one ifnot), and let us have several hundred
middle neurons.

At initialization of the genetic algorithm, ran-
dom connections between all the input neurons and
the middle neurons are made, similarly between
the middle neurons and other middle neurons or
output neuron(s). Each input neuron is connected
to a user specified number of middle neurons.
Each output neuron is connected to a user speci-
fied number of middle neurons, etc.

Evolution occurs by mutating the weight
values, and/or by creating and deleting random
connections.

The C code used to implement the above par-

cone model was written and debugged in 200g.
This code was then given to the supercomputer
group intheArtificial Brain Lab (ABL) as well as
to the Tesla PC supercomputer group. Both groups
have the job to increase the speed of evolution.
One of the critical factors in this research project
is the speed of evolution.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
WITH THE PARCONE MODEL

The Parcone model is fairly new at the time of
writing, so there has not been a lot of time to truly
test its evolvability. The artificial brain project
itself is only a bit more than a year old. This sec-
tion reports on some experimental results using
the Parcone model that we have obtained so far.

The first non trivial neural net module we
tried to evolve was a pattern recognition module.
We created two images of 30*30 (: 900) pixels
which were input to 900 input neurons (one pixel
per neuron) for a total of l5 ticks each. The two
images were blackarrows on a white background,
one pointing left, the other right. The module was

supposed to output as large a positive signal as
possible if it was "seeing" a left arrow, and out-
put as large a negative signal if it was ,.seeing,,

a right arrow.
This module evolved quickly, giving *ve out-

puts of about 0.5, and -ve outputs of about -0.5
in about 100 generations, at an evolution rate of
about 2 seconds per generation, so only a few
minutes were needed.

Our next evolutionary experiment with the
Parcone model was to evolve face detectors. We
took 5 images of each of two different faces,
from 5 different angles, I ) left 40", 2) left 20.,3)
central, 4) right 20,,5) right 40.. (See Figure 4).
Images l, 3, and 5 for each person were used for
the evolution (the "evolution set"), and images 2
and 4 for testing the evolved result (the ..test 

set,,).
If a module was to be evolved to give a strong
*ve output signal if an image of person,.A,, was
input, and a strong-ve output signal ifan image of
person "B" was input, then the 3 personA images
were called the "positive set", and the images of
person B were called the "negative set',. For 30
ticks each, the 6 images were input, with a reset-
ting ofthe intemal neural signal values at the tick
when the input images were changed.

This face detector module evolved well, so
that when the test images were input to see if the
evolved face detector module would give the
expected output results, i.e. face A test images
would give strong *ve output signals, and face B
test images would give strong-ve output signals,
this is what actually happened. The face detector
module "generalized". The 4 test cases were all
correct, with output signal values lying in the
range of +0.3 to +0.5 for the 2 positive images,
and between -0.3 and -0.5 for the 2 negative im-
ages. So we felt this initial face detectorevolution-
ary test was a success.

Our next step was to automate the evolution
ofvisual pattem detectors. A user could input M
+ve images, and N-ve images. The (automated)
software, (hardware) then evolved automatically
a module that output a strong *ve neural signal
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Figure 4. A 60*60 (RGB) pixel imagefor evolving aface detector module

Test Set

for the *ve images, and a strong -ve neural signal
for the -ve images. Test images were then used to
see how well the evolved pattern detector module
was capable ofgeneralizing to unseen test images.

To test this automated version of Parcone, we
used a dozen peoples' faces, with an evolution set

and a test set with dozens of images in each set.

The results on the test sets gave about 80-85%
corect. Since we had many faces in the test sets,

we placed some ofthe unsuccessfully detected test

set face images into the evolution set and redid
the evolution. The success rate on the remaining
test set, then climbed into the 90sYo. We felt this
was also a success, so we then tried something
more ambitious, namely facial sex detection, i.e.

could an automated Parcone model evolve a male
face and female face detector. The result was a bit
less successful. Even after using a second pass on
the evolution, we only got a correct detection rate
with the test set of about 85%. When we looked
at the failures, we found they were difficult to
classify for humans as well.

We then tried to evolve a color detector. Some

undergraduates did a bit ofresearch here and were
quite successfu l. Their positive set was a collection
of red images of a variety of different shapes and
objects. The negative set was the same but all non
red. The correct detection rate ofthe red and non
red test images was very high, around 95%. So

we now know we can evolve color detectors. If
we can evolve a red detector, presumably we can
evolve a blue or purple, or yellow detector etc.

The China Brain Project

We then tried to evolve a motion detector. This
time, the input images were "frozen frames" as

on a reel of movie film. Each frame showed an

object that was slightly shifted in position relative
to the previous frame. We did a "Hubel Wiesel"
type experiment. Hubel and Wiesel got a Nobel
Prize for discovering "moving line at a given
angle" detector cells in the visual cortex of a kit-
ten. So we wanted to see if we could evolve such
"HW detectors". Our positive movie was a thick
black line moving across a white background at

a given speed. Two negative movies were made

which were the same arrow moving at two slightly
difference angles +l- 20 degrees. This evolved
well. When we input test lines at +l- l0 degree

differences, we got intermediate outputvalues and

negative values forangles greaterthan 20 degrees.

So we feel that we can evolve motion detectors.

This will be useful when the time comes to evolve
gesture detection modules.

4. rMSr (TNTER MODULE
STGNALING TNTERFACE) MULTT
MODULE OPERATING SYSTEM

The two major software tools constructed in 2008
were Parcone, and IMSI. This section discusses

the IMSI (Inter Module Signaling Interface) multi
neural net module operating system software.

The primary function of IMSI is to enable

multiple evolved neural net modules (up to 10,000s
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of them) to signal to each other, thus acting as an

artificial brain.
From the user's viewpoint, the IMSI software

allows himArer to specifu the connections between
neural net modules, so that an artificial brain can

be constructed. Ahuman "BA" (BrainArchitect)
will have an architecture comprised of intercon-
nected neural net modules that function together
(usually) as a component of the overall artificial
brain design.

One of the two major functions of IMSI is to
prompt the user to specify the connections be-

tween modules. Each evolved module is given a
unique integer ID, and so is each input and output
of that particular module. For example "module
2549: output 1 to module 2837: input 3" means

that the neural signal exiting from output number
I of module number 2549 is connected to input
number 3 of module number 2837.

The IMSI software prompts the user to input
such connectivity data.Prior to specifying such

connectivity, users of IMSI can store the elite
chromosome of each evolved neural net module.
An example of the data that is stored for each

module is shown in the following:-

nbrlnNeurons : 2700;
nbrOutNeurons : l;
nbrlnnerNeurons : 600;

nbrlnputs = 50;

nbrOutputs: 50;

nbrwtsignbits : 9;

nbrHashTblElmnts: 200;

hashmod:199;
squashconst : float( 1.5);

The artificial neurons in a Parcone module are

divided into 3 groups, input neurons, middle neu-
rons and output neurons. In the above example, a
30*30 (RGB) pixel image is input to the module,
with one pixel input value per one input neuron,
hence 30*30*3:2700 (RGB) input neurons are

needed. The user has chosen to have 600 middle
neurons, and I output neuron. The Parcone soft-

ware gives each input neuron 50 outputs (i.e. 50

copies); each middle neuron gets 50 input signals,

and 50 output signals; each output neuron gets 50

input signals.

nbrwtsignbits : 9;

nbrHashTblElmnts= 200;

hashmod :199;
squashconst : float(1.5);

The user has chosen to have 8 bits for the

fractional weight value and I bit for the sign.

To calculate the number of hash table elements,

(i.e. the number of slots in the hash table), the

following rule of thumb is used:- add the num-
ber of input signals to a neuron (i.e. nbrlnputs
= 50;) to the number of output signals from a
neuron (i.e. nbroutputs : 50;), then double this
sum, and find the largest prime number less than

this sum as the hash table modulus (hashmod :
199;). The last parameter is the squashing func-
tion constant (squashconst : float(1.5);) which is
used to help generate each neuron's output signal,
as explained in section 2 on the Parcone model.

These parameters are stored before the weight
values in a memory file.

So, in general, auserwill evolve a large number

of individual neural net modules and save them

in memory being prompted by IMSI to supply
a module name, a unique module integer ID, a
functional description of the module, etc. The

supplied ID is checked to see whether that integer

is already used. If not, the elite module is stored.

Once all the modules that a BAneeds to make

an artificial brain have been stored, then the next
step is to specifi the connections between the

modules. IMSI has functions that prompt the user

to input the connections, as exemplified earlier.

Note, that an input neuron (in the input group of
neurons) will receive only one input signal from
another module.
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Neural Signaling

Once all the modules have been stored, and all
the connections specified, the neural signaling
of the whole artificial brain can begin. Actually,
that is not quite true. Normally, input from the
outside world needs to be data compressed (from
digital camera eyes, for example) and fed into the
modules. IMSI has routines that allow this too.
Instead ofconnecting an output neuron signal to
an input neuron, an external signal is connected,

The IMSI is now ready to "run" the artificial
brain, i.e. to calculate the output signal of each
neuron in each module for all modules in the
brain. IMSI does this by using a table of pointers,
where each pointer points to each module. Each
module has its own parameters (e.g. how many
input neurons, how many middle neurons, etc)
which are used in the signal output calculations.

Acritical concepthere is the notion ofa',clock",
which is by definition, the time needed forall neu-
rons in the whole brain to calculate theirrespective
neural output signal. The IMSI code contains an
outer loop ofticks, so for each tick, the neuron
signal for every neural in the brain is calculated.
Each module's output neuron(s) is(are) stored in
an outputtable for each tick. The connection tables
are then consulted, to find where an output signal
at tick t is to be sent to the input table at tick t+I.
At the next tick, these input tables are consulted
to find the values of signals that are to be input
to modules from other modules.

The IMSI multi module operating system has
many parts, which a BA can use via a menu driven
user interface. The actual details of these menus
are as follows. There are two such menus. The
first is used to allow the evolution of individual
Parcone neural net modules. The second is used to
allow BrainArchitects (BAs) to connect parcone

modules to build artificial brains.
The first menu is shown in Box l.
Most of these items are self explanatory. The

initialization option creates dynamic data struc-
tures for the evolution that is to follow, as well as
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Box l.

PARCONE (PARtially Conncctcd Ncural Evolutionary)
Modcl

MENU
l. InitializcPopulation
2. Evolvc Population
3. Storc Population
4. Load Population
5. Tcst Elitc Modulc
6. IMSI (lntcr Modulc Signaling Intcrfacc)
7. Exit
Choosc:

randombit strings forthe chromosome population
that is to be evolved with a genetic algorithm. The
second option is to perform the acfual evolution
of a Parcone module. The whole population of
chromosomes can be stored on a hard disk and
can be reloadedusing the third and fourth options.
The fifth option allows a user to input a particular
image (e.g. someone's face) and to display the
output signals of the elite Parcone module. The
sixth option is to open up the second menu, i.e.
the IMSI menu.

The second menu is shown in Box 2.

. Option I creates dynamic data structures
for a modules list, a connections list, etc.

. Option 2 is the same as option 4 of the pre-
vious menu, i.e. it loads a whole Parcone
module population.

. Option 3 extracts the elite chromosome
(Parcone module) from the population
loaded by option 2. Only elite modules are
used to build an artificial brain.

. Option 4 displays the parameters of a par-
ticular module.

. Option 5 creates a new modules list, i.e.
an integer ID and module name for each
Parcone module to be connected to make
an artificial brain.

. Option 6 loads a modules list from the hard
disk.

. Option 7 adds a module to the modules list,
i.e. the integer ID and name of the module
to the list.
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Box 2.

INTER MODULE SIGNALING INTERFACE (IMSI)
MENU

L INITIALIZE Tablcs
2. Load POPULATION file of chromosomcs
3. Gct/Storc ELITE Modulc's Params & Wts

from Population
4. Show SINGLE Module's Params & Wts
5. CREATE Ncw MODULES List
6. LOAD MODULES List
7. ADD Modulc to MODULES List
8. STORE MODULES List
9. CREATE Ncw CONNECTIONS List
10. LOAD/SHOW CONNECTIONS List
I l. ADD Conncction to CONNECTIONS List
12. Show ONE Modulc's CONNECTIONS
13. Show ALL Modulcs' CONNECTIONS
14. STORE CONNECTIONS List
15. CREATE Ncw IMAGE to Modulcs List
16. CONNECT an IMAGE to Modulc
17. SHOW all IMAGE to Modulc Connections
18. STORE IMAGE to Modulc Conncctions
19. LOAD/SHOW All IMACE to Modulc

Conncctions
20. Build BRAIN
21 . Run BRAIN
22. Exit IMSI

Choosc:

. Option 8 stores a modules list (prompting
the user to give a name to the modules list).

. Option 9 creates a data structure for a

new connections list, where a connection
is between two neurons, and consists of 4
integers, i.e. the integer ID of the "from"
neuron, and the integer ID output number,
an integer ID of the "to" neuron, and an

integer ID input number.
. Option 10 loads a connections list, and dis-

plays all its connections, i.e. the 4 integers
of each connection in the list.

. Option l1 adds a connection (i.e. 4 inte-
gers) to a connections list.

. Option 12 displays the connections of a
particular module in a modules list.

. Option 13 displays all the connections of
all the modules in a modules list.

. Option 14 stores a connections list on the

hard disk.

. Option 15 creates a new images to modules
list, i.e. a list of pairs of integers, where the
first integer is an input image number, and

the second integer is a module ID.
. Option 16 connects a single input image to

a single module, i.e. a pair of integer IDs
(one for the image, one for the module).

. Option 17 displays all image to module
connections (i.e. all integer pairs of con-
nections between an image and a module).

. Option 18 stores an images to modules
connections list onto the hard disk.

. Option 19 loads and displays all image to
module connections in a user specified im-
ages to modules connections list.

. Option 20 builds an artificial brain, i.e. it
uses the above lists to connect the modules
of the artificial brain, and created dynami-
cal data structures to store neural signal
values etc.

. Option 2l runs the artificial brain, i.e. it
calculates the output signal of each artifi-
cial neuron and sends the output signals of
"from" neurons to the inputs of "to" neu-
rons, etc. The data structures created with
option 20 are used to run the artificial brain.

The above options will be added to in time. For
example, instead ofusing evolved neural modules
to perform simple decisions, e.g. to decide which
of two output signals is stronger. Such decisions
ought to be made with simple coding, so some

modules are code based ratherthan neuron based.

Further such functionality will be added to the

IMSI (multi module operating system) menu.

5. NVIDIA'S TESLA 51O7O
PC SUPERCOMPUTER

Figure 5 shows the PC Supercomputer that our
lab plans to use to evolve neural networkmodules
quickly. This NVidia Tesla PC Supercomputer
S 1070, has 960processors, running at4Teraflops,
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and costs only $ 10,000. It is an amazing machine,
delivering supercomputer performance for the
price of a high end (single processor) pC. It is not
surprising that these machines are selling so well.
It is the "workhorse,, for our lab. We will use it
increasingly in the next few years, as the number
of evolved modules inserted into our artificial
brains continues to grow We refer to it simply as
the "Tesla". Its programming language is called
"Cuda", which is similar to C language, with
some additional features allowing it to perform
extensive parallel computations. At the time of
writing (Oct 2009), we have only recently acquired
this machine (and have ordered a second), so we
are still leaming how to program it. We plan to
port the Parcone code to the Tesla, so that ideally,
we may be able to speed up the evolution of an
individual Parcone neural net module by a factor
of about 1000. ApC typically operates at a speed
ofgigaflops, whereas the Tesla operates at a speed
of teraflops, a thousand times faster. If it takes
roughly half an hour to evolve a typical parcone
neural net module on a pC, then one thousandth
of that time is about 2 seconds, i.e. almost real
time. If in the near future, we can evolve parcone
pattern recognition modules in a second or two,
this opens up the exciting possibility ofperform_
ing real time module evolution. For more on this
idea, see section l0 on fufure workandchallenges.

The China Brain project

The NVidia company will come out late 2009
with a new generation machine to supersede their
"Tesla" model, called,.Fermi', which will be ap_
proximately 4 times faster than the Teslamachine,
that our lab currently possesses. We plan to buy
a "Fermi", which will make possible the evolution
of Parcone neural net modules truly.,real time,,,
which in turn opens up exciting possibilities for
the years 2010 and 201 l. With real time parcone
module evolution it will be possible to have our
artificial brain learning in real time, and hence
"all the time". This opens up the possibility to
create new architectures that are based on a con-
tinuous learning of new concepts. This would be
like a human baby who is constantly exploring
its world, e.g. learning the names of new objects
in its environment as supplied by a human
teacher. "NAO, this is a key.', .,NAO, this is a
cup."

Figure 6 shows a member of the ABL team
next to one of our three NAO robots. As stated
in the introduction, no one will see the artificial
brain. People will only be able to judge the intel_
ligenceandusefulness ofthe artificial brain by the
quality ofthe behaviors it controls in some visible
device, which in our case is a NAO robot. These
robots are manufactured by the French company
Aldebaran, based in paris. They are nearly 60 cms

Figure 6. The NAO Robot room with bed, table
and chairsFigure 5. NVidiab pC Supercompute4 Tesla

51070, 960 processors, 4 teraflops, $10,000
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tall, bipedal, two arms, with two fingered hands
and opposable thumb. The NAO model robots we
bought have two camera eyes, for stereo vision if
we choose to pursue that option. The NAOs can
speak, listen, walk, fum, etc.

The Aldebaran software used to control the
time dependent angles of the 25 motors in each
robot is called "Choregraphe". We use this soft-
ware to generate the motions of the NAO robots.
Since this software is commercial and already
well developed, we do not describe it here. It is
not part of our research to develop this software
because it is "offthe shelf'. Hence the generation
ofmovements ofthe robot is not agreatchallenge.
The artificial brain is used therefore to decide
when to activate a given behavior, based on its
current environment and its internal memory.

7. THE INTERFACE BETWEEN
THE NAO ROBOT THE IMSI
OPERATING SYSTEM

For Demo l, the two principle software packages
(the IMSI operating system code andAldebaran's
control code for the Nao robot) need to interface
with each other. The French companyAldebaran
which manufactures the Nao robot has software
which displays images onto a computer screen
that show what the Nao robot's two camera eyes

see. These images contain a large number of
pixels (actually 160* 120 : 19200),which are too
many to be input into the Parcone modules of the
artificial brain. Hence these visual images need
to be data compressed to thousands of pixels,
e.g. 53*40 RGB (red green blue) pixels, hence
53 *40*3 : 6,360 integers (ranging between 0 and
255 invalue) are converted into real numbers by
dividing by 255. We took the original 160*120
image, sliced offthe last column of pixels, to give
a 159*120 pixel image. We then sliced up this
image into little squares of 3*3 pixels, and then
took the average value of these 9 pixels to create
each pixel value of the compressed image. To see

how many 159*120 pixel image frames could be
compressed per second we wrote a compression
program and tested it. We found experimentally,
that the compression rate on an ordinary PC was
about 1600 images per second, i.e. effectively
real time.

These compressed images are fed (at a rate
of one frame per neuron "tick") into an "image
buffer" that is an important data strucfure of the
IMSI operating system, that the various visual
pattem recognition modules get their input data
from to detect their objects. Hence the code that
compresses the Nao images is interfaced with the
Aldebaran code. The compressed images then
interface with the IMSI code. So the 3 codes are
integrated.

The artificial brain will eventually output a

control signal to theNao robottelling ittoperform
some particular action. Hence this control signal
from the artificial brain needs to be interfaced
with the Nao control code. This is done by input-
ting the behavior control signals (e.g. the "walk
straight" signal, or "tum left" signal, etc) into a
piece of conventional software, that calculates
the strongest signal input ("winner take all") and
then issues the corresponding command to the
Nao software to execute the behavior with the
strongest neural signal. Note, this interfacing is
easily done, since the Nao code, the IMSI code
and conventional code are all compiled together
into one large program.

8. LANGUAGE & COGNITION

The Nao robot is to be given language and "general
intelligence" (i.e. cognitive) capabilities which are

implemented in a particular cognitive architecture
called "Open Cog". This section describes the
contribution to this project of the second author,
Ben Goertzel. The Open Cog architecture is not
particularly neural net based, instead it uses a
mixture of logic and symbolic data structures to
enable the Nao robot to listen, understand, and
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to speak. This is another reason for claiming that
the China Brain Project is a hybrid, part neural,
part logicaVsymbolic.

The third author is generally recognized to
be the father of "AGI" (Artificial General In-
telligence), which attempts to create artificial
intelligences that have general problem solving
abilities, which absorbs the many specialized
branches of"narow AI".

The Cognition Engine

In [Goertzel, 20061general intelligence is de-
scribed as the capability to achieve complex
goals in complex environments, using limited
computational resources. Using the specific neu-
ral net evolution methods described above, one
may create a robot able to recognize objects, hear
speech, and carry out movements and speech acts.

These powerful capabilities are necessary but not
suflicient for robotic general intelligence. What
is needed is some way to connect the robot's
goals with its perceptions and actions: in a word,
cognition.

From this perspective, the basic purpose of
the Cognition Engine component in the China
Brain Project is to, at each time step in the robot's
life: Enact a procedure so that, according to its
best guess, the probabilistic logical implication
"Context & Procedure :=> Goals" is true with
a high truth value. Here "Context" refers to the
current situation as perceived by the robot; and a
"Procedure" refers to an "internal program" run-
ning within the Cognition Engine, that executes a

series ofu ehaviors that the behavior postprocessor
knows how to execute. Generally speaking such
a procedure will contain an internal control flow
involving loops, conditionals, etc. (e.g. "go get

the object with ID #764 andbring it to the agent
with ID # I 2"). Such a procedure may be internally
represented by a data structure such as a tree or
a graph, and may be textualized as a program in
a language such as LISP (or, in this project, the
LISP-like language Combo), but with special
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primitives corresponding to the perceptions and
behaviors of the robot.

The question then becomes how these proba-
bilistic implications are leamed. This of course
depends on what Cognition Engine one is using.
Here we propose to use OpenCog Prime (OCP), a

new system which is a variant of the olderNova-
mente Cognition Engine (NCE) [Goe rtzel,2006af .

OCP has two ways of learning implications of
the above nature: using an evolutionary learning
mechanism (MOSES) that evolves procedures us-
ing the truth value of the implication as its fitness
function; and a probabilistic logic engine (PLN)
that derives the strength of the implication from
background knowledge. In the following subsec-

tion we describe the NCE approach to cognition
in a little more detail (still barely scratching the
surface, however.)

Note that multiple representations of truth val-
ues are possible; however, one ofthe distinguishing
features of the NCE/OCP approach is the use of
multi-component probabilistic truth values such

as indefinite probabilities [Goertzel, Ikle'et al,
2008]. The two-component outputs of the neural
nets described above are highly appropriate in this
context because there exist mathematical formulae
for converting them into indefinite probabilities as

used in OCP; this would not be the case for neural
nets with single-number probability outputs. This
is an example of the kind of detail that must be
gotten right in order to create a highly effective
integrative AI system.

The Novamente Cognition Engine

One way to conceptualize the NCE is to decompose

it into five aspects (whichofcourse arenot entirely
distinct, but still are usefully distinguished):

. Cognitive architecture (the overall design
of an AGI system: what parts does it have,
how do they corurect to each other)

. Knowledge representation (how does the
system intemally store declarative, pro-
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cedural and episodic knowledge; and how
does it create its own representation for
knowledge of these sorts in new domains
it encounters)

. Knowledge creation (how does it leam
new knowledge of the types mentioned
above; and how does it learn how to learn,
and so on)

. Instructionol methodology (how is it cou-
pled with other systems so as to enable it to
gain new knowledge about itself, the world
and others)

. Emergent structures and dynamlcs (which
arise from the combination of the four pre-
vious aspects)

We now briefly review how these four aspects

are handled in the NCE. For a more in-depth
discussion of the NCE the reader is referred to

[Goertzel, 2006] and the OpenCog wiki site (at

opencog.org).

The NCE's high-level cognitive architecture
is motivated by human cognitive science and

is roughly analogous to Stan Franklin's LIDA
architecture [Friedlander and Franklin, 2008]. It
is divided into a number of interconnected func-
tional units corresponding to different specialized
capabilities such as perception, motorcontrol and

language, and also an "attentional focus" unit
corresponding to intensive integrative processing.

A diagrammatic depiction is given in [Goertzel
et aL,20041.

Within each functional unit, declarative
knowledge representation is enabled via an

AtomTable software object that contains nodes

and links (collectively called Atoms) of various
types representing declarative, procedural and

episodic knowledge both symbolically and sub-

symbolically. Each Atom is labeled with a multi-
component probabilistic truth value object; and

also with a multi-component attention value object
indicating its short and long term importance.

Procedural knowledge is represented via
program trees in a simple LISP-like language

called Combo; and methods exist for translating
between Combo and declarativeAtoms. Episodic
knowledge is represented by the use ofAtoms and

Combo programs to trigger intemal simulations
in a Ul-free internal virtual world called Third
Life, which may be thought of as the system's
"mindos eye" running internal (memory-based or
hypothetical) movies.

Each unit also contains a collection ofMindA-
gent objects implementing cognitive, perception

or action processes that act on this AtomTable,
and/or interact with the outside world.

In addition to anumberofspecialized learning
algorithms associated with particular functional
units, the NCE is endowed with two powerful
leaming mechanisms embedded in MindAgents:
the MOSES probabilistic-program-evolution
module (based on [Looks, 2006], and the Proba-
bilistic Logic Networks module for probabilistic
logical inference [Goertzel, Ikle' et al, 2008].
These are used both to leam procedural and de-

clarative knowledge, and to regulate the attention
of the MindAgents as they shift from one focus to
another, using an economic attention-allocation
mechanism [Goertzel, 2006a)that leads to subtle
nonlineardynamics and associated emergentcom-
plexity including spontaneous creative emergence

ofnew concepts, plans, procedures, etc.

Regarding teaching methodology, the NCE
has been developed in the context ofa physically
or virtually embodied approach, which integrates
linguistic with nonlinguistic instruction, and also

autonomous learning via spontaneous exploration
of the physical or virtual world. It is the explora-
tion of the world, and the interaction with other
(human) minds in the context of the world, that
will, we suggest, allow the system's knowledge-
based to adapt in such a way as to give rise to the

high-level emergent structures characterizing a

human-like mind: the phenomenal self [Metz-
inger, 20041, the illusion of will (Wegner, 2003),
the theater ofreflective awareness [Baars, 2001].
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OpenCog Prime

The NCE is a proprietary software system, but
an open-source system has also been created,
founded on a number of software objects donated
by Novamente LLC and drawn from the NCE
codebase. This OSS system is called OpenCog

[Hart and Goertzel, 2008], and has two aspects: it
is a fairly general framework for the development
of AI and AGI systems; and it is also a specific
means for the implementation of an AGI design
called OpenCog Prime, which is an open-source
analogue to the NCE. Our plan in the current ar-
chitecture is to utilize the OpenCog framework,
and in the context of this project to build out key
aspects of the OpenCog Prime design.

The RelEx System for Natural Language Com-
prehension and Generation
OpenCog also contains a significantpiece of soft-
ware, donated by Novamente LLC, which is not
strictly a part ofthe NCE although it interoperates
with the NCE: this is the RelEx engine for natural
language comprehension and generation. The
comprehension aspect of RelEx is more mature
and has been briefly described in [Goertzel et al,
20061 in the context ofits application to interpret-
ing biomedical research abstracts; the generation
aspect is still in prototype phase, but has already
been shown to work on simple sentences.

RelEx, in its comprehension aspect, takes
English text and maps that text into abstract
logical relations, in the Atom format utilized
internally by the NCE and OpenCog. Generally
speaking it produces multiple interpretations
(logical relation sets) for each sentence it pro-
cesses, and the task of selecting the contextually
appropriate interpretation is left to the cognition
engine itself. Also, the cognition engine is relied
upon to correct errors RelEx may make in areas
such as word sense disambiguation and reference
resolution. It is anticipated that the sensory data
gathered by a robot, regarding the physical and
social context of instances of linguistic usages it
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produces orhears, mayprovide datahelpful to the
cognition engine in executing the linguistic tasks
of interpretation-selection, reference resolution
and sense disambiguation.

Next, in its generation aspect, RelExmaps logi-
cal relation sets (Atom sets) into sets of English
sentences. Note that RelEx does not contain any
facility for discourse management: this is as-

sumed to be handled within the cognition engine.
A design exists for controlling dialogue within
OpenCog utilizing a probabilistic implementa-
tion of ideas from Rhetorical Structure Theory

[Mann and Thompson, 1988], but this still awaits
implementation.

RelEx also does not contain any facility for
converting speech to text or vice versa. In the
proposed integrated architecture for robot control,
these conversions will be carried out by existing
open-source software and RelEx will be used
(together with the Cognition Engine) to select
between the multiple outputs of speech-to-text
software in an intelligent way.

9. DEMONSTRATTONS (,,DEMOS")

An essential feature of this 4 year research proj-
ect is a series of demonstrations that we refer to
colloquially as "Demo 1", "Demo 4" etc. These
demonstrations serve to focus the research effort
and to assign tasks to the members of the ABL,
especially to the PhD students who do most ofthe
real work. Since Xiamen University and Fujian
Province have invested a lot of money in this
Artificial Brain Lab, they require regular proof
that their money is being well spent, so there is
a politicaVeconomic aspect to these "Demos"
as well.

Demo 1: Tools

The first Demo is currently being completed. Its
main purpose is to show that the tools, written
largely in 2008, are ready and that the real job
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of designing artificial brains can begin. Demo 1

consists of presenting thick black arrows drawn

on white A4 pages to the (two) camera eyes of
the NAO robot. If the arrow is pointing towards

the left, the robot will turn left. If the arrow points

up, the robot will walk straight. If the alrow

points right, the robot will turn right. For all this

to happen, the following list of tasks had to be

completed and tested.

a. The pattern recognition neural net module

evolution software (Parcone) had to be pro-

grammed and tested. Results of this major

component of the whole project were given

in section 3.

b. The NAO robot had to be programmed (us-

ing Choregraphe software) to walk straight,

tum left and turn right. This was not a major

challenge, as we used the Choregraphe code

supplied byAldebaran, the French company

that manufactured the NAO robot.

c. The megapixel images generated by the two

NAO robotcameras were compressed down

to tens of thousands of pixels, so that their

number could be handled by the Parcone

pattern recognition neural net modules. This

work was done by a master's student. This

image compression was described in section

7 on the NAO-IMSI interface.

d. A ParconeAJAO software interface was

written allowing messages to be sent either

way between these two sets of software.

The NAO software sends image data to be

compressed and then input to the Parcone

modules. The Parcone modules in the artifi-

cial brain instruct the Choregraphe software,

which action to perform at a given moment.

e. IMSI (Inter Module Signaling Interface).

The IMSI multi-module operating system

was described in section 4. It allows many

independently evolved neural net modules to

signal to each other. The IMSI is effectively

the operating system software that allows

the artificial brain to function. Along with

the Parcone code, the IMSI code is another

of the essential components of the whole

artifi cial brain Proj ect.

f. The first (micro) brain architecture. The

NAO robot needs to know that when it sees

g. a left pointing arrow that it must activate the

"turn left" Choregraphe code to make the

robot tum left, etc . This first (micro) brain had

only about a dozen Parcone modules, plus

a few simple conventional code modules.

As the number of modules grows in larger

Demos, i. e. larger artifi cial brains, "adminis-

tration"type software willneedto be written

as part of the IMSI operating system that is

used to describe each module, e.g. its integer

I.D., its name, its function, the functions of
its inputs and outputs, its connections to

other modules (i.e. their integer IDs), etc.

Graphical displays will be needed to show

the circuits of which the module is a part'

It is anticipated that this "admin" software

will become quite elaborate when artificial

brains contain thousands of modules'

Demo 2: Language & Cognition

If the key word for Demo I was "tools", the key

words for Demo 2 will be "language and cogni-

tion". Two essential components of the China

Brain Project are language and cognition, as

described in section 8. Demo 2 will build upon

the tools created for Demo I by adding lan-

guage and cognitive capabilities, i.e. speaking,

listening, language understanding, and obeying

instructions. The details of Demo 2 at the time

of writing (Oct 2009) are not yet finalized, but

broadly speaking the NAO robot will be asked

to follow simple verbal instructions, e.g. "Go to

the door", "Point to the window", etc. Demo 2

is effectively an implementation of components

of the OpenCog architecture built on top of the

tools used in Demo l.
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Demo 3: Hardware Accelerated
Parcone Evolution

This demo is to illustrate the acceleration of Par-
cone neural net module evolution by using the
Tesla PC supercomputer. At the time of writing
(Oct 2009), we have managed to achieve about a
300 fold speedup (relative to the evolution time
on an ordinary PC), using only 1 electronic board
of the 4-board computer. We expect to reach at
least a 400 fold speed up with 4 boards. When the
new "Fermi" model appears early in 2010 (which
we will buy), we expect to achieve a 1600 fold
speed up. Since typically, it can take an hour to
evolve a Parcone neural net, a 1600 fold speed

up would mean that that same evolution could
be performed in 3600/1600 seconds, i.e. about 2
seconds, which is effectively real time. For the
first author, this real time hardware evolution is
the achievement of a nearly 2 decade old dream,
namely to be able to evolve neural net modules
in real time, thus allowing continuous leaming of
an artificial brain, rather like a human baby, who
is learning all the time! We will be able to do the
same. As the NAO robot sees something new, for
which ithas no appropriate detectorcircuit, then it
can leamanewone, and add itto its memory. This
prospect is exciting, and will be the main focus
of our research work in the year 20 I 0 and 20 1 1 .

Demo 4: Real Time Learning

The theme of Demo 4 will be (hopefully) real
time Parcone module evolution as executed on
the Tesla PC Supercomputer, i.e. to use the results
of Demo 3 above. We hope to be able to show
off Demo 4 before the end of 2009. If success-
fuI, it would be impressive. The Demo itself is
as follows. The members of theABL team stand
in a line. All their faces are previously known to
'oNao" (the pet name we give to the robot). Nao
is asked by one of the members "Who is this?
(pointing at some other member). Nao directs

The China Brain Project

its gaze to the person pointed to, recognizes the
face and says the name of the person recognized.
The second part of the Demo is more ambitious.
A stranger to Nao joins the group. Nao is asked
by an ABL member (pointing to the stranger),
"Who is this?" Nao recognizes that the stranger
is not known to it, so replies, "I don't know What
is your name?" The stranger says his/her name
and Nao perform two simultaneous functions.
One is to evolve in (near) real time, a Parcone
module for the stranger's face. This module is
stored in the memory of its artificial brain (via
the IMSI operating system). The other function
is to record and store the name of the stranger.
Nao is then asked to name various members of
the ABL, by pointing at them. Nao looks at each
person pointed to and names them, including the
previous stranger!

Demo 5: Gesture Recognition

Demo 5 aims to evolve individual modules that
recognize human gestures, e.g. a goodbye wave,
a stop sign, and other gestures. Alternatively, one
could say that Demo 5 is "movie detection". A
movie is just a rapid sequence of stationary im-
ages to the human eye. Similarly, one can evolve
motion detectors, gesture detectors, by inputting a

sequence ofstationary images to a Parcone module
and evolve it to output a strong signal for a given
gesture, and a weak signal for other gestures. The
NAO robot will be able to interpret the meaning
of these gestures and react appropriately. For
example, if given a "come here" gesture, it will
approach the person who made the gesture. Ifgiven
a stop gesture, it will stop moving etc. Ifgiven the
"Bye now" gesture, it will say "Good bye", etc.

Demo 6: Opencog and
the NAO Robot

Demo 6 is ambitious. It is primarily the work of
the second author, and is intended to do with the
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NAO robot, what the second author has already
done with his virtual dog, i.e. to give cognitive
abilities to the NAO robot, so that it can listen and

talk intelligently, with inference, learning, etc. Ben
Goertzel, the second author, is the father of AGI
(Artificial General Intelligence). OpenCog (i.e. a
cognitive software system that is open to everyone)
is the second author's attempt at creating anAGI.
Demo 6 will be effectively Demo 2 + OpenCog.

Demo 7: A 100 Module Artificial
Brain: The "BaiNAO" Demo

The "BaiNao" Demo derives it name from the

Chinese word for 100, i.e. "bai", and "NAO"
is the name of our robot. It also sounds like the

English farewell "Bye now". The primary aim of
this demo is to create the first fairly substantial ar-

tificial brain architecture (with about 100 Parcone

modules) that will also test the functionality of the

IMSI multi-module operating system software.

The IMSI will be used to connect up about 100

previously individually evolved Parcone modules.
At the time of writing (Oct 2009) the details of
this architecture are yet to be fully formulated,
but it will use the fruits of the previous demos,

e.g. gesture recognition, etc. This demo will mark
the beginning of a long progression of demos that
will use a steadily increasing number of Parcone

modules, e.g. 200, 500, 1000,2000, 5000, 10000...

One of the basic aims of the whole "China Brain
Project" is to build artificial brains with large

numbers of evolved neural net modules. Demo 7

is the beginning of this process. We anticipate that

each "scaling up" will present its own problems

that will have to be overcome. With large numbers

of modules, it is obvious that the artificial brain
thus constructed, will be capable of ever greater

functionality. One of the basic aims of the China
Brain Project is to show that building brains using
an evolutionary engineering approach is practical.

Demo 8: A 200-500 Module
Artificial Brain

Demo 8, which has yet to be formulated in any
detail, will probably contain some 200-500 mod-
ules. With such a number, and the capability to
evolvethem very fastusingthe "Tesla" (and soon,

the "Fermi") machine, we can afford to become

more ambitious. Our artifi cial brain architectures

can be larger, doing more things. Ourbrain build-
ing team can start looking at the literature to find
inspirational ideas to build bigger brains. One

obvious source is the work of Minsky [Minsky
1988, 20071 who has not been able to implement
his ideas to any real extent, due to the inadequacy

ofthe electronic capacity ofmachines in the past.

However, Moore's Law (that the number of tran-

sistors on a chip keeps doubling every 18 months)
is now probably in its last decade and the size of
the "Moore Doublings" is now gargantuan (with
modern chips containing over a billion transis-

tors). Our brain building team feels that the time
is now ripe to begin serious attempts at building
artificial brains. (In fact the first two authors are

currently finishing offthe guest editing of a spe-

cial issue on the topic of "Artificial Brains" for
a major journal.)

With 500 modules, the Demo 8 brain could
have several hundred pattern recognition modules,

and dozens of decision modules. It ought to be

able to recognize most of the objects in its special
"robotroom"thathas atable, chairs, bed, etc. (See

Figure 6). It may be able to obey instructions such

as "NAO, lie on the bed", "Sit down", "Pick up

the red ball, put it on the table", etc.

FUTURE CHALLENGES

As stated in the introductory section, and even

in the title of this article, the principle aim of the

China Brain Project, is to use an evolutionary
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engineering approach to build China's first arti-
ficial brain that will contain 10,000s of evolved
neural net modules that behave like "Minsky
agents" as explained in his "society of Mind,,
book [Minsky 1988].

The authors of this article are convinced that
modern day electronics allows artificial brains to
be built. The most effective and persuasive way
to prove to people that this is true, is simply to
build one and show what such an artificial brain
can do (via a series of demonstrations).

In order to put 10,000s ofevolved neural net
modules together, in an artificial brain, one will
need sophisticated "architectures". One of the
major, ifnot dominant challenges of this research
project is "How to architect an artificial brain?"
Only a few people have tried to answer this ques-
tion, e.g. [Minsky, 1988,2007], [de Garis, Z00Z).
The approach that we will take we label the "money
method", i.e. we will design artificial brains with
an increasing number of evolved neural net mod-
ules (i.e. Parcone modules). We have begun with
about l0 to 20 modules forDemo l. Demo 2 will
probably contain 50 - 100 modules. Demo 3 may
contain about 200 modules. One can readily see

thatthe numberofmodules is increasingroughly in
the same size as the denominations of a country's
money bills (20, 50, 100, 200, 500, etc).

As each Demo is implemented, we expect that
fresh problems, fresh challenges will arise. We
expect also to leam from the experiences ofthese
challenges, and benefit from them in planning
and implementing the following Demo. We plan
by the end of the 4'h year to have put 10,000s of
modules together, evolving them rapidly on the
Tesla, using a small army of master's students.

As the number of modules rises into the thou-
sands, we willbe able totackle farmore ambitious
Demos, such as creating a "society of mind" a la

[Minsky, 1988, 2007]. As the project progresses,

more and more emphasis will of necessity be
placed on artificial brain architectures. We will be
able to structure our artificial brain into functional
blocks and sub blocks. etc.
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Longer term, we hope that this approach will
prove to be inspirational to other research groups
so that within 5 to I 0 years building artificial brains
will be commonplace, occurring in hundreds if
not thousands of university computer science
departments around the world. Once that happens,
the time will be ripe for the creation of national
Artificial Brain Administrations (ABAs), similar
in structure and scope to America's NASA, i.e.
large government run institutions, employing
thousands of scientists and engineers to build
national artificial brains (ABs). China's could
be called "CABA" (i.e. Chinese Artificial Brain
Administration).

This project's dean is hoping by the end ofthis
4 year project, that theABL will be promoted from
a "key province lab" into a "key state (i.e. federal)
lab" with much heavier funding. If this were to
occur, the following step might be the creation
of a CABA. China may become the first country
in the world to do such a thing. Considering it
is likely by the year 2030, that the home robot
industry will be one of the biggest in the world
(and that home robots are controlled by artificial
brains), promoting the building ofartificial brains
at federal government level will be of both scien-
tific and economic significance.

CONCLUSION

This article has introduced the "China Brain Proj-
ect" which aims to build an artificial brain by the
end of 2011, which will contain several tens of
thousands of evolved neural net modules, in the
style ofMinsky's "agents" that are interconnected
according to the designs of human "BAs" (Brain
Architects). These modules are to be evolved
rapidly (hopefully in a few seconds each) on a
Tesla PC supercomputer that is roughly 1000
times faster than an ordinary PC. If the evolution
speed can be made fast enough, real time learning
becomes possible, so that for example, pattern
recognition modules can be evolved whenever a
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new pattern appears, and stored in the artificial

brain's memory.

The number of evolved neural net modules

will grow according to the "money model", i.e'

with 20 modules, then 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000,

2000, 5000, 10000, 20000,...

At each stage, the architectural challenge

becomes more daunting, i.e. how to design an

artificial brain that contains so many modules, that

does what? Learning how to design such artificial

brains with a large number of evolved neural net

modules isthe real aim of this ambitious project'

In the first year ofthe project, 2008, the basic

tools were constructed, namely the software to

evolve the pattern recognition neural net modules

(called the "Parcone" (Partially Connected Neu-

ral Evolutionary) model). A software operating

system (called IMSI (Inter Module Signaling

Interface)) was also constructed that allows many

evolvedneuralnetmodules tobe connectedand to

send neural signals to each other' Once the NAO

robots arrived, as well as the Tesla supercomputer,

the basic ingredients were in place to begin build-

ing the first artificial brains.

Over the course of the next 3 years, a series

of "Demos" (technical demonstrations) will be

presented, to show offthe capabilities ofartificial

brains with an ever growing number of evolved

neural network modules, each with its own little

task. As the number of modules in the artificial

brain increases, it will become increasingly chal-

lenging to architect it. The real aim of this research

project is to learn how to architect artificial brains,

by actually building a series of them.

Ifthis project is successfu l, ourArtifi cial Brain

Lab (ABL) may be promoted into a federally

funded lab ("key state lab") and perhaps after

that may serve as a model for a national artificial

brain administration "CABA" (Chinese Artifi cial

Brain Administration, comparable in scope with

America's NASA), i.e. containing thousands of

scientists and engineers to build artificial brains

for China's home robot industry and other ap-

plications.
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APPENDIX

This appendix describes ongoing and future work of the second author, which aims to increase signifi-
cantly the speed of evolution of Parcone neural net modules. It introduces a modification of the parcone
model, called "CuParcone", which allows high-performance evolution (e.g. 320 (and counting) times
faster than on an ordinary pC) of parcone modules.

cuparcone: A High Performance Evolvable Neural Network Model

This appendix introduces a partially connected evolutionary neural network model based on a fully
optimized CUDA (i.e. the C-like programming language of the NVidia Tesla supercomputer [NVidia]),
called the "CuParcone" (i.e. "CUDA based Partially Connected Neural Evolutionary) model. With the
innovative use of the powerful parallel computing capability of GPUs (i.e. Graphical processing Units)
CuParcone has achieved a performance increase of about 320 times (in gender recognition of human
faces) compared to the comparable Parcone algorithm on a state-of-the-art, commodity-single-processor
seryer' The accuracy on this task does not decrease in moving from Parcone to Cuparcone, and is com-
parable to the published results of other algorithms.

lntroduction

Evolutionary algorithms have proven to be a powerful tool for leaming neural network weights and
architectures. One of their drawbacks is generally long computation times; however, compensating for
this, they are relatively straightforwardly parallelizable. Here we report on some experiments with a
model called "CuParcone", a parallelized version of the Parcone architecture for evolving recurrent neu-
ral nets, implemented specially for the CUDA GPU-based parallel architecture. The software we have
implemented is quite general in application, and has been created to serve as part of the vision module of
humanoid robotic architecture NAO, but for the sake of illustration we focus here on a single, relatively
simple application, namely to the problem of gender recognition of human faces.

For the gender recognition task, we found that for 90 positive cases and 90 negative cases of grey-
scale images of 50x50 (RedGreenBlue) pixels, the training of40 generations took 33 hours,4g minutes,
and 52 seconds on a PC with Intel Core 2 Duo.On the other hand, using the CUDA (Computing Unified
Device Architecture) computing architecture, and using the powerful parallel computing capability of
NVidia GPUs, we obtained a performance increase of over 323 times, and with a price far less than that
for the traditional CPU MPI cluster. Accuracy in these experiments was comparable to the traditional
Parcone model and other image classification algorithms, e.g. for 265 male and 265 female 0o-40o
out-of-plane rotated faces randomly selected from the Color FERET database, we obtained an average
recognition rate of 90.84o/o.

Computing Platform

To carry out the work reported here, we built a Tesla high performance computing platform with a Tesla
C 1060 computing card and a set of graphics workstations, costing about US$7000 and providing a float-
ing point operation throughput of about 250 Gflops, approximately equal to the operational performance
of a 200-core cPU computing cluster worth hundreds of thousands of dollars.
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Table l. System architecture

Host Dcvicc

Hardware con-
figuration

Intcl Xcon E3520
8GB (4x2GB) DDR2 RAM
3OOGB SAS I5K HDD

Tesla

c1060

Software

Windows XP sp3
Cudatoolkit 2.2
CudaSDK 2.2
OpcnCV L0

Figure 7. System architecture
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We implemented the CuParcone software using CUDA, an extension to ANSI C that implements
several novel features, i.e. threads organized at two levels, shared memory and barrier synchronization.
These key features enable CUDA to exploit two levels of parallelism, i.e. thread-level parallelism, that
realizes fine grained data parallelism; and task-level parallelism that is more coarse-grained.

More specifically, the CUDA Computing Platform is composed of the host and the device. The host
is an ordinary PC workstation. The device can be selected as required. We used a Tesla C1060 comput-
ing card. It has a 4G DDR3 onboard video memory with 240 stream processors in GPU, reaching te
computing capacity of CUDA I .3. The device and host are connected via the PCIE-X I 6 interface, with
the theoretical bandwidth of 4.ZGlsec, (See Figure 7).

The Cuparcone Model

The CuParcone partially connected neural evolutionary model is composed of three layers, as shown
in Figure 8. They are:

The input layer that has I neurons. Each neuron can input one pixel of the training or testing im-
age. Each neuron in the input layer can be connected to K neurons of the middle layer.
The middle layer that has M neurons. Each neuron in the middle layer can be connected to K
neurons of the input layer, middle layer and output layer.
The output layer that has O neurons. Each neuron in the output layer can be connected to K neu-
rons of the middle layer.

I, M, O and K all can be different in different situations; and N is the total number of neurons in
the whole network, N:I+M+O.

In some Parcone experiments, the traditional standardized exponential function was utilized, such as

(where Si is the output signal strength of neuron "i", and A is the activation function, i.e. the dot product
of the neuron's input signals and their corresponding weights).

However, we found that for applications requiring a large number of neurons, better results were
obtained with the following standardized function,

s, : (z.o / (r.o + e-+))- r.o
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Figure 8. Network structure of the CuParcone model
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The sparse data structure used to implement CuParcone's recurrent neural net is given in Figure 9.

Because the neural nets involved are quite sparse, rather than use a full array of connection weights,

each neuron is associated with a list of other neurons to which it connects.

Due to the characteristics of the CUDA architecture, when the global memory accesses can be co-

alesced, the memory bandwidth will reach its maximum, and the costly global memory accesses become

the main bottleneck for the performance of the CUDA program. The data structure in Figure 8 was

chosen to accommodate this. Each column in CMatrix is a neuron's hash table. And the width of the

I nbrNeuron, l

matrix i. I"-'"-"'-"'Ix 16, which is the minimum multiple of 16 that is not less than the number of
I 16 ]

neurons, to satisfo the requirements of coalesced access to global memory.

The genetic algorithm used in this application was the same as used in the above Parcone model. In
future work we will experiment with more complex GA implementations.

In the data structure of the usual evolvable neural network, in order to change one bit of the weight

value during mutation, the connection's weight value is saved as a binary character string. This wastes

space, and the floating-point weight value has to be recalculated after each mutation. On the other hand,

in our data structure, bit operations were fully utilized,realizingthe single bit mutation by directly edit-

ing the WeightValue, a strategy which not only saved space, but also increased speed.

Through these innovative data structures, 50% space was saved relative to Parcone, relieving the

transmission bottleneck resulting from the slow PCIE bus (with the theoretical value of 4.2Glsec and

an actual value usually not exceeding 3G/sec) between the GPU and the CPU.

Design of the Main Algorithms

We now describe the special software design approach that we used to implement the above algorithms

in CUDA for use on the NVidia Tesla GPU supercomputer.
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Figure 9. Data structures of the CuParcone model

Population
Chrm --.a C1atrixptr

Chrm is a
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In this model, a tick is defined to be the time taken for all neurons
output signals. In order to calculate the output signal ofeach neuron
we adopted the following approach:

lfidth:
nunber of Neurons

Height
nuaber of Hash table
elencnt

A chronrosome is a

pointer to Cllatrix

Each line of the Chrnosone natrix
is a neuron's hash table of
Heuronllt struct

Task Allocation for the GPU and the GpU

Of all components of the CuParcone model, the FITNESS calculation in the genetic algorithm is the
most suitable for the SIMD features of the CUDA platform. So we chose to migrate the FITNESS cal-
culation to the DEVICE (TESLA C1060), and leave such operations as mutation and replication on the
CPU of the Host.

In more detail our main reasons for this choice were:

a. In the ordinary GA algorithm, FITNESS calculation takes over 75o/o of the total time, and is the
most time-consuming part.

b. In FITNESS calculation, due to the partially connected characteristic ofPARCONE, the calculation
of the output signals of each neuron in the neural network is essentially a sparse matrix multiplied
by a vector' This operation conforms to the Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) feature, and
has a good parallel effect.

c. For mutation and replication, the GPU (CUDA) fails to show any advantage over the CPU. Because
there are many branch instructions, the computing density is low. And the massive data transmission
will influence the speed, for example, if the source gene and the target gene are not in the same
card during gene replication, it is required to transmit the source gene back to the host through the
PCIE bus first, and then send it to the space where the target gene is located through PCIE bus. As
discussed previously, PCIE bus bandwidth is very limited, so this kind of replication is costly.

Design of the DEVICE (CUDA Part)

Algorithm for the Output Signal of the Neuron

in
in

the network to calculate their
the model at a given moment,
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If this neuron is an input neuron, initialize its output signal with the input signal at tick:-1. Then
the output signal is kept constant. Calculation is not required.
If this neuron is not an input neuron, then

Initialize its output signal to be 0 when tick = -1.

For each following tick, scan the connection hash table, and take out the output signal ofFrom Neurons
from the current signal table (signow) for each non-null connection. The output signal is multiplied by
the corresponding connection's weight, and the product is added to the signal sum (sigsum).

After the end of scanning, the final sigsum is put through a squashing function (Eqn. 2), and the

output signal of the current neuron is obtained. This output signal is then stored in the signal table of
the next moment (signext)

Under the CUDA architecture, we let a thread correspond to a non-input neuron. Thus, on a single
Tesla C1060, calculation of 960 neurons could |e performed simultaneously at most.

Memory Access Opti mization

To optimize memory access we took the following steps:

Based on the design of our data structure, the access to the connection hash table is an aligned
access. The access is coalesced into the 128BIT transaction.
The texture cache is used to optimize the access to the current signal table.

Usually, the access to the current signal table will be a random access, but due to the characteristics of
the hash table, if there is no conflict, the N'th elements in the hash table of different neurons will be the

same, exhibiting strong data locality. Texture memory has a 24K cache for every three SMs. If a cache

hit occurs, then it is not necessary to obtain data from the global memory. One access to global memory
takes 300-400 cycles, whereas only 20-25 cycles are required in the cache, greatly increasing the speed.

Our tests indicated that the performance was improvedby 20% after texture optimization compared
to without texture optimization.

Selection of Operation Parameters

Threads per block: As shown in Figure 10. the maximum occupancy was achieved for the threads per

block of 512,256 and 128, which are all feasible blocksizes. But the granularity is too coarse for the

blocksize of 512, which will influence the degree of parallelism and cause great waste. (An extreme

case is when the non-input neuron number is 513, so that there is only one thread in the second block).
Our tests indicated that there is no significant difference in the performance between blocksize :256
and blocksize = 128. According to the recommendation in the NVidia programming guide, 256 was

selected as the blocksize.

More Parallelizations

For some input sizes, due to the limit of the network size, the computing power of the GPU cannot be

fully utilized. For instance, for a gray-scale image of 50x50 pixels, there are only 768 non-input neurons.
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Figure 10. Relationship between the computing throughput and threads per block

Varying Block Size

With the blocksize of 256, there are only 3 blocks, and since each card of Tesla has 30 SMs, so at least
30 blocks are required to fill the 30 SMs. According to the NVidia programming guide, the number of
blocks should be at least twice the number of SMs. Therefore, we can calculate multiple genes simulta-
neously on one card. We take 60ll(nbrNeurons-nbrlnNeurons)12561as the number of genes calculated
simultaneously on each card.

Performance Test

We used the task of face-based genderrecognition to test the performance of the CuParcone model. First,
we randomly selected 530 face images from the Color FERET database (including 265 male faces and
265 female faces). These images include frontal face images as well as side face images between -40o

- +40o. We randomly selected 90 male images, which were sequentially numbered l-90, to be positive
cases of the training sample set, and randomly selected 90 female images, which were sequentially num-
bered l-90, to be negative cases of the training sample set. The other 175 male images and 175 female
images constituted the test sample set.

Given a color image, we first cut out the face part from the color image to obtain a second color
image, which was then condensed to 50x50 after being sharpened and decolorized to obtain the image
used as input to CuParcone.

In our model, the output value (Op) of each neural network is a real number between -l-+1.
When a male test sample is input to the neural network, if the output value of the network Op>0.1,

it is considered that the network makes a correct judgment. When -0.1<Op<0.1, it is considered that the
network fails to recognize the input sample, and when Op.-O.1, it is considered that the network makes
a wrong judgment.

Similarly, when a female test sample is input to the neural network, if the output value of the network
Op<-0. 1 , it is considered that the network makes a correct judgment. When -0. I <Op<O. I , it is considered
that the network fails to recognize the input sample, and when Opr-O. l, it is considered that the network
makes a wrong judgment.

Max 0ccuparcy
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Table 2. Performance comparison between CuParcone and Parcone

Training
gencrations

Running time Accuracy ratc Speedup

Parcone

33 hours,

48 minutcs,
52 scconds
(121732 sccs)

Male 77.57%

323.t9
times

Femalc 88.93%

CuParcone

6 minutcs,
16.65 seconds
(376.65 sccs)

Male 76.71%

Fcmalc 89.s7%

we conducted a series of experiments, each involving 50x50 pixel images were taken as the training

sample and test sample, prepared as described above'

Our first experiment involved a performance comparison between CuParcone and Parcone' Here there

were 60 male images as the positive cases and 60 female images as the negative cases for the training

sample, and the test sample included all the 175 male images and 175 female images in the test sample

set. After 40 generations of evolution simultaneously in CuParcone and Parcone' the running times and

recognition rates for the two models were compared'

The neural network consists of three layers [figut. 2). The neuron number in the input layer I:2500'

the neuron number in the middle layer M:767, the neuron number in the output layer o:1, and the

number of neurons connected to each neuron K=100. The evolutionary parameter is the population size

Popsize=64, and the gene number calculated simultaneously by GPU is 16' The experimental result is

shown in Table 2.

In our second experiment, 30 positive cases and 30 negative cases, 60 positive cases and 60 negative

cases, and 90 positive cases and 90 negative cases were evolved for 40 generations in CuParcone' The

test sample included all the 175 male images and 175 female images in the test sample set' The colre-

sponding running times were recorded. The experimental results are shown in Figure 11'

In our third experiment, there were 90 male images as the positive cases and 90 female images as

the negative cases for the training sample, and the test sample included all the 175 male images and 175

female images in the test sample set. After evolution for 20,40, 60, 80 and 100 generations in CuParcone'

the corresponding running times were recorded. The experimental result is shown in Figure 12'

Recognition Results comparison Based on Feret Database

our final experiment was oriented toward assessing the accuracy of cuParcone versus other face-based

gender recognition methods described in the literature. Again, preprocessed 50x50 pixel images were

taken as the training sample and test sample. There were 90 male images as the positive cases and 90

female images as the nejative cases for the training sample; and the test sample included all the 175

male images and 175 female images in the test sample set'

After evolution for 700 generations in cuParcone, the accuracy rate was recorded and compared to

other famous gender recognition methods'

Further, we note that some of these results from the literature use only straight frontal face images,

whereas our training and test sets include side face images between -40o-+40o' We obtained compa-

rable results even under these conditions, which indicates that CuParcone is not only accurate but rea-

sonably robust.
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Figure 11. Running time vs. training sample number
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ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Analysis of the above experimental results yields the following conclusions:

Although all pixels were taken as the input of CuParcone, CuParcone still could reach stability,
and achieve almost the same recognition rate as Parcone. This indicates that CuParcone is a correct
implementation of the Parcone algorithm, and can effectively process a large number of input data.
CuParcone shows a great increase in speed compared to Parcone. In experiment l, the running time
was reduced from 33 hours, 48 minutes and 52 seconds to 376.65 seconds, with the performance
exceeding 2 orders of magnitude, reaching 323.19 times. An outstanding performance has been
obtained with a large number of data. On the face-based gender recognition task, the general run-
ning times for CuParcone are at the minute level, a great improvement compared to the original
evolution speed that often takes dozens ofhours.
When the CuParcone module is used for Gender recognition, the accuracy rate is close to or better
than that obtained by standard methods described in the literature.

Figure 12. Running time vs. rutmber of generations
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Table 3. Accuracy rate comparison between dilJbrent methods based on FERET

Method Accuracy rate

CuParconc with gray images 88.39o/o

CuParconc with color imagcs 90.75%

PPBTF fi ltcring fcaturcs 9t 75%

Gabor fi ltcring lcaturcs 85.68%

ICA+COS 85.33%

ICA+LDA 93.31%

CONCLUSION

Our experimental results indicate that the CuParcone model is an efficientpartially connected evolution-
ary neural network model, capable of performing gender recognition without any preliminary phase of
feature extraction. Speed-wise, implemented on our Tesla it achieves a perforrnance increase of over
300 times over Parcone while achieving roughly the same accuracy. As the cost of the Tesla is US$7000,
roughly lOx the cost of the standard servers normally used to run Parcone, CuParcone vastly increases

the amount of processing per dollar achieved.
While the results presented here are restricted to a single task, we are confident that the architecture

we have implemented will be more generally applicable. Our intention in implementing CuParcone is
to use it for a variety of image and video classification tasks occurring in a humanoid robotics project
Nao, and subsequent publications will focus on the accuracy and speedup achievable via CuParcone in
this context.
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